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To a densely defined, but not necessarily selfadjoint, operator A on a Hilbert
space H we consider on  H the following abstract ‘‘elliptic’’ problem of
Dirichlet type:
u t  Au t , t 0Ž . Ž .½ u 0   .Ž .
t A'Ž .Then, in this paper, we establish that for every t 0, the solution u t  e 
can be expanded into a series of generalized eigenvectors of the operator A
1 provided that its resolvent belongs to Carleman class C for some p 0, . Ap 2
similar result holds for t large enough if the inverse A1 belongs to Carleman
1 Ž .class C for every p . See Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. Furthermore, wep 2
apply these obtained results to the shape memory alloys non-selfadjoint operator
0 I n n nŽ .4 2C ,  0,  0, and D    x when acting on an appropriateD D
 Hilbert space E of functions on the interval 0, 1 , by establishing that the inverse
11C belongs to the Carleman class C for every p , so that we get in this casep 2
more regularity in the sense that the operatorial series Ý etCP convergesk1 k
tC Žstrongly in E to the analytic semigroup e for every t 0 the P are thek
t C'.projectors into the root subspaces of C . A similar result holds for e provided
Žthat t is large enough. See Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 in Section 4 for the
.precise result.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let A be a closed linear operator with a dense domain D A on a
Hilbert space H with A not necessarily selfadjoint. Then in his nice work
  16 , Lidskii considered on   H the following Cauchy problem of heat
1
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type associated to A,
  t  A t  0, t 0Ž . Ž .½  0   .Ž .
Under suitable assumptions on the resolvent of the operator A together
Žwith some growth conditions on the associated Fredholm determinant see
. Ž . t ASection 2 , Lidskii established that the solution  t  e  can be
Žexpanded in terms of generalized eigenvectors of the operator A see
.Theorem 2.2 below .
 Later, Geymonat and Grisvard 8 considered the same problem of heat
type for a class of non-selfadjoint operators that arise in elastic theory.
Under some strong conditions of Carleman type, they showed that the
Ž . t Acorresponding solution  t  e  can be expanded in terms of corre-
Žsponding eigenvectors provided that t is large enough see Theorem 2.3
.below .
In this paper, we will be concerned with the abstract elliptic problem on
 H of Dirichlet type,
u t  Au t , t 0Ž . Ž .½ u 0  D AŽ . Ž .
and we discuss the same problem of series expansion of the solution
Ž . t A12u t  e . Therefore under the natural assumption on the operator
Ž . t A12A of Carleman type, we are able to expand the solution u t  e  in
terms of the generalized eigenvectors of A in H either for every t 0 or
 for t large enough. This was possible by applying the Lidskii result 16 or
 the GeymonatGrisvard result 8 but after using a key lemma on the
 Ž .belongingness in the Carleman class C for  powers K 0  1p
Žof sectorial operators K that belong to the Carleman class C see the Keyp
.Lemma in Section 3 .
The obtained results for our abstract elliptic Dirichlet problem are then
applied to the concrete non-selfadjoint operator C that arise in the shape
memory alloys for which we will establish regularity thanks to the explicit
Žformulas of its associated Fredholm determinant see Theorem 4.2 for a
.precise statement in Section 4 .
Now we give an outline of the content of this paper. In Section 2, we
recall some background on generalized eigenvectors associated to the
 operator A on H and we recall the results of Lidskii 16 and Geymonat
 and Grisvard 8 that we will be using. In Section 3, we state the main
Ž . t A12results of this on the expansion of the solution u t  e  correspond-
ing to the above considered Dirichlet problem. The proofs are also given in
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the same section except for the proof of the Key Lemma, which is given in
Ž .the Appendix Section 5 . In Section 4, we discuss carefully the concrete
case of the shape memory alloys operator C.
2. BACKGROUND ON GENERALIZED
DIAGONALIZATION OF THE SEMIGROUPS
Ž .Let A be a closed linear operator with dense domain D A on a Hilbert
Ž .space H but not necessarily selfadjoint. We respectively denote by 	 A ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .
 A , Im A , and Ker A the resolvent set, spectrum, range, and null
space of A. We assume that this operator has a compact resolvent; then its
Ž . Ž .  4spectrum 
 A is discrete, i.e., 
 A consists of isolated eigenvalues  ,n
 n 1, 2, . . . , with finite algebraic multiplicities and such that  n
as n . Let  be an eigenvalue of the operator A. We set H n n
Ž .m Ker A  I ; H is a root linear finite dimensional subspacem	1 n n
whose dimension  is called the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvaluen
 . These subspaces are linearly independent. Vectors in H are calledn n
generalized eigenvectors of A; therefore  belongs to H if and only ifn
Ž .mthere exists m	 1 such that A  I  0. The spectral projector onn
1 1Ž .H is defined by P  H A 
 I d
 where C is a positivelyn n C n2 i n
oriented circle with center at  and such that no other eigenvalue liesn
inside or on the circle.
For such operators, there exists an extensive literature on the complete-
ness criteria for their generalized eigenvectors. For instance the reader
 may be referred to the books of Dunford and Schwartz 7 and Gohberg
 and Krein 9 under almost minimal conditions on the resolvent; see also
   Aimar et al. 1, 2 and Intissar 11 where some of their results have been
generalized and unified.
ŽA natural question is to seek if every  belonging to H or to a subspace
.of H can be expanded in terms of generalized eigenvectors of A. The
Žexact question is to know whether the formal Fourier series Ý P  or atn n
.least a subsequence of its partial sums converges in norm for every  in H
Ž .or in a subspace of H and if its sum is equal to .
For a compact or compact resolvent operator, sufficient conditions for
   an affirmative answer are given in Gohberg and Krein 9 and Markus 18 .
ŽAn application of their results to the Gribov operator arising in Reggeon
 .  field theory 10 is developed by Aimar et al. 3 , but the results of
Gohberg and Krein and Markus are not applicable to other concrete
Žproblems see, for example, a problem of elasticity theory considered in
 .Geymonat and Grisvard 8 .
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 Lidskii 16 reduced considerably the difficulty of the problem by study-
ing the convergence of the series Ý P et A when A generates ank1 k
analytic semigroup and the resolvent of A belonging to the Carleman class
 C with 0 p 1. Also Geymonat and Grisvard 8 studied the samep
question of when the resolvent of A belongs to the Carleman class C forp
every p 1.
Before recalling some results of Lidskii and Geymonat and Grisvard
which are used in subsequent sections, we begin by recalling some useful
definitions.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K be a compact operator in a Hilbert space H.
Then K is said to belong to the Carleman class C , p 0, with order p, ifp
 pŽ . Ž .the series Ý s K converges, where the s K are the eigenvalues ofn1 n n
'the operator K K . In the particular case p 2, C is exactly the space2
of HilbertSchmidt operators and for p 1, C is called the space of1
nuclear operators or the space of trace class operators on H.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let K be an operator of trace class on a Hilbert space
Ž .H, and  be the sequence of non-zero eigenvalues of K , countedn
according to their algebraic multiplicities. Then the Fredholm determinant
Ž .d  associated to K is given by

d   1  .Ž . Ž .Ł n
n1
For an operator K belonging to the Carleman class C for some p 1, itp
Ž .is then necessary to go back to the definition of d  since the product is
no longer always convergent. One sets

m 1    1Žm1. k kd   1  .eŽ . Ž .Ł k
k1
where m is an integer not less than 1 such that 1 p
m.
For a systematic treatment of the Fredholm determinant, we refer to the
   books of Gohberg and Krein 9 , Dunford and Schwartz 7 , and Ringrose
 22 .
Ž .DEFINITION 2.3. An entire function f z is said to be of finite order if
Ž . r pthere exist M 0 and p 0 such that M r 
Me for r sufficientlyf
Ž .  Ž . large where M r Max f z . The greatest lower bound 	 of suchf  z r
Ž Ž .numbers p is called the order of f , that is, 	 limr log log M r f
. Ž .log r . Similarly, we define the type 
 of an entire function f z of order 	
to be the greatest lower bound of the positive numbers L such that
	Lr 	Ž . Ž Ž . .M r 
Me for r sufficiently large, that is, 
 limr log M r r .f f
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An entire function of finite order p is said to be of minimum type if for
Ž .  r 	any  0, there exists M 0 such that M r 
Me .f
Ž .Now let A be a closed operator with dense domain D A in a Hilbert
Ž . 1space H. We suppose that 0 	 A and we put K A . Then
Ž . Ž .1 Let R  I K ; R can be represented in the form 
Ž .R D d  where 
D is an entire function such that D Ý AŽk .k where the  k0
AŽk .’s are bounded operators.
For any complex  the series is absolutely convergent in the
  Žk . k sense of the norm operators, i.e., Ý A   .k0
Ž .d  is an entire function whose zeros are the poles of R .
Ž . If K belongs to the Carleman class C for some p 0, then inp
 16 Lidskii obtained estimates for the growth of the entire functions D
Ž .and d  as  which will be important in the sequel. For the
operators of this class, he proves the following theorem.
Ž  . Ž .THEOREM 2.1 Lidskii 16 . i If K belongs to the Carleman class C forp
Ž .1some p 0, then R  I K can be represented as the ratio of two
Ž .  Ž .  c1   pentire functions R D d  for which the inequalities d  
 e and 
  c2  
p Ž .D 
 e are alid for all  c and c being positie constants . 1 2
Ž . Ž .  Ž . ii d  and D are the entire functions of minimal type, i.e., d  

 Ž.   p    Ž.  
p Ž .e and D 
 e where    0 as  .
Ž .  Remark 2.1. i From 7, Theorem 26, Chap. XI, Sect. 9 , we can show
 Ž .Ž .1  L   pthat there exist M 0 and L 0 such that d  I K 
Me
for any .
Ž . 1ii As K A , we have the following estimates
Ž .  Ž . Ž .1  L   pa d  I  A I 
Me for any .
Ž . Ž .1  Ž  .Ž L   p Ž ..b A I 
 1  1Me d  for any .
 To end this section we recall results of Lidskii 16 and Geymonat and
 Grisvard 8 that we will be using in the next section.
Ž  .THEOREM 2.2 Lidskii 16 . Let A be an unbounded operator on the
Hilbert space H such that it is closed densely defined but not necessarily
selfadjoint in H and satisfying:
Ž . 1i A generates an analytic semigroup and A is compact.
Ž . 1ii There exists p 1 such that A  C .p
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Ž . Ž .Then the solution  t of the problem C
  t  A t  0 for t 0Ž . Ž .½  0  Ž .
can be expanded in H into the following series
 
t A t A t  P e  e P  for eery t 0,Ž . Ý Ýk k
k1 k1
1 1Ž .where the P ’s are the projector operators gien by P  H A I dk k C2 i k
 4with the C ’s as small circles centered at the eigenalues  of the operator Ak k
in the Hilbert space H.
Ž  .THEOREM 2.3 Geymonat and Grisvard 8 . Let A be an unbounded
operator on a Hilbert space H such that it is closed densely defined but not
necessarily selfadjoint in H and such that it satisfies:
Ž . Ž .i There exists  0 such that the resolent set 	 A of A includes
   4the double sector S ; arg  
  and that there exists an2
Ž .1  Ž  .ninteger n	1 such that A I 
 C 1  for eery  S.
Ž . 1ii A  C for eery p 1.p
Ž . Ž . Ž c  .iii There exists c such that d  O e and there exist a sequence
 Ž . of real numbers r  and numbers a 0 and b	 0 such that d  	j
b r j. Ž .ae for Re r . Then there exists t  0 such that the solution  tj 0
of the problem of heat type
  t  A t  0 for t 0Ž . Ž .
CŽ .½  0  Ž .
can be expanded in H into the series
 
t A t A t  P e  e P  for eery t t ,Ž . Ý Ýk k 0
k1 k1
1 1Ž .where the P ’s are the projector operator gien by P  H A I dk k C2 i k
 4with the C ’s as small circles centered at the eigenalues  of the operator Ak k
in the Hilbert space H.
Remark 2.2. The result of Geymonat and Grisvard might be considered
as an asymptotic result to that of the previous Lidskii’s theorem.
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3. DIAGONALIZATION OF THE SEMIGROUP et A
12
For an unbounded operator A which is assumed to be closed and
densely defined but not necessarily selfadjoint in a Hilbert space H we
consider the following abstract elliptic problem of Dirichlet type,
u t  Au t , t 0Ž . Ž .
DŽ .½ u 0  D AŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . t A12for which the solution u t can be written as u t  e .
Ž .Then our concern with the above problem D is the series expansion of
Ž .the solution u t in terms of the generalized eigenvectors of the operator
A for every t 0 or at least for t large enough. To this, we will put some
conditions on the resolvent of the operator A that allow us to use the
previous theorems of Lidskii or that of Geymonat and Grisvard to estab-
Ž . Ž .lish that the solution u t of the above problem D can be expanded into
a series of the generalized eigenvectors of A.
More precisely our essential assumptions on the operator A are as
follows:
Ž .D A I is invertible for every 
 0 and there exists a constant1
M1Ž . M 0 such that we have A I 
 for every 
 0.   1
Ž . 1D The operator A is in the Carleman class C for some2 p
10 p .2
Thus under the above assumptions on A we can state the first result of
Ž .this paper for the abstract elliptic problem D .
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an unbounded operator on the Hilbert space H
such that it is closed densely defined but not necessarily selfadjoint in H and
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying the assumptions D and D . Then the solution u t of the elliptic1 2
problem of Dirichlet type
u t  Au t for t 0Ž . Ž .
DŽ .½ u 0  D AŽ . Ž .
can be expanded in H into the series
 
12 12t A t Au t  P e  e P  for eery t 0, Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk k
k1 k1
1 1Ž .where the P ’s are the projector operators gien by P  H A I dk k C2 i k
 4with the C ’s as small circles centered at the eigenalues  of the operator Ak k
in the Hilbert space H.
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Proof. Let A be an unbounded operator on the Hilbert space H such
Ž . Ž .that it is closed densely defined in H and satisfying D and D . Then in1 2
order to apply the Lidskii theorem recalled in Theorem 2.2, one needs to
show on one hand that the inverse of A admits a square root A12 and
on the other hand that such a square root A12 belongs to the desired
Ž .Carleman class C . In fact, under the assumption D it is well known thatp 1
for every  such that 0  1 one can define the negative fractional
power of the operator A by the formula
sin  1a A   A I dŽ .H
 0
sin  I1 1  A  I  d; 0  Ž .H
 0
Ž        see Balakrishnan 4 , Kato 13 , Krein 15 , Macaev and Palant 17 , or
 Phillips 20 for a comprehensive treatment of fractional powers of opera-
. Ž .tors . Hence under our assumption D , the square root of A exists and1
all we need is to show that A12 is in the desired Carleman class. This is
the crucial point of the proof of the above theorem.
For this, we will use the following key lemma whose proof will be given
in the Appendix.
Ž .KEY LEMMA. i Let K , j 1, 2, be two compact operators on a Hilbertj
Ž .1space H such that their resolents K  I satisfy the estimatesj
Mj1
K  I 
 , j 1, 2 Ž .Ž .j  
  4for  lying in the sector S ;  
Arg 
  ,  0.2 2
Then for  such that 0  1 we hae the estimate
      K  K 
 C  K  K .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .ii Let K be a compact operator such that its resolent satisfies the
Ž .estimate  . Then if K belongs to the Carleman class C , it holds that itsp
fractional powers K  belong to the Carleman class C for eery 0  1.p
Ž . 1Now applying the above Key Lemma ii for K A and using our
Ž . 12assumption D on A we see that A belongs to the Carleman class2 'C with 0 2 p 1. As  A generates an analytic semigroup then the2 p
Lidskii result can be applied and we get our Theorem 3.1.
In the following, we will handle the case where A1 belongs to the
1Carleman class C for every p . For this, we will introduce thep 2
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Ž .following condition D . Namely, we set:3
Ž . Ž . Ž C  12 .D There exists a constant C such that d  O e where3
Ž .d  is Fredholm determinant as given in Definition 2.2.
Ž . Ž .The condition D on the Fredholm determinant d  is the key tool to3
establishing the following result.
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an unbounded operator on the Hilbert space H
such that it is closed densely defined but not necessarily selfadjoint in H and
1the inerse of A belongs to the Carleman class C for eery p . Let usp 2
Ž . Ž .assume that D and D are fulfilled. Then there exists t  0 such that the1 3 0
Ž .solution u t of the elliptic problem of Dirichlet type,
u t  Au t , t 0Ž . Ž .
DŽ .½ u 0  D AŽ . Ž .
can be expanded in H into the series
 
12 12t A t Au t  P e  e P  for eery t t , Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk k 0
k1 k1
1 1Ž .where the P ’s are the projector operators gien by P  H A I dk k C2 i k
 4with the C ’s as small circles centered at the eigenalues  of the operator Ak k
in the Hilbert space H.
Proof. For the proof of our second theorem, we will use Von Koch’s
 approach on the Fredholm determinants 26, 27 . For this, let T C , i.e.,2
 4T is a HilbertSchmidt operator, and let f be an arbitrary orthonormalj
² :4basis of the Hilbert space H. Then we consider the matrices Tf , fj k j, k1, n
for n 1, 2, . . . , that are associated to the operator T and we define
Ž . Ž . Žthe Von Koch determinant of I T by det I T  lim det  jk
² :. Ž n ² :.Tf , f Exp Ý Tf , f as n  where   1 if j k and 0j k j, k1, n j1 j j jk
if j	 k.
As the inverse K A1 belongs to the Carleman class C for every pp
1 'Ž . we deduce by using the above Key Lemma that K C for12
n' '² : Ževery  0, in particular, K C . Let K Ý . f K f n 1,'2 n j1 j j
.2, . . . . We see that the sequence of operators K converges uniformly to' n
' 'Ž . Ž ²the operator K in the C norm and det I K  det   K f ,'2 n jk j
n ':. Ž ² :.f Exp Ý K f , f . Then by passing to the limit n , wek j, k1, n j1 j j
'Ž . Ž .obtain lim det I K  det I K as n .' n
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Let P be the orthogonal projector onto the linear hull of the vectorsn
' 4 Ž .f 1
 j
 n and K  P K P . Then'j n n n
det I K det I K' 'ž / ž /n n
 det I K I K Exp tr K  K' ' ' 'ž / ž / ž /n n n n
 det I K I K' 'ž / ž /n n
 det I K , where K  P KPŽ .n n n n
and consequently
' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i det I K det I K  det I K
2 2' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii det I  K det I  K  det I  K  d  .
'Ž .By virtue of the above results and the assumption D it follows that A3
satisfies the conditions of the GeymonatGrisvard theorem and we can
deduce Theorem 3.2.
In the following section, we will apply our obtained results in Theorem
3.1 and Theorem 3.2 to some concrete problems particular to the shape
memory alloys operator.
4. APPLICATION TO THE SHAPE MEMORY
ALLOYS OPERATOR
 In 12 D. Spies presented an abstract formulation of a general mathe-
matical model for the dynamics of shape memory alloys. Using a state
approach, he wrote the model as a semilinear Cauchy problem in an
appropriate Hilbert space and he showed that the differential operator
corresponding to the linear part of the system generates an exponentially
stable analytic semigroup.
Ž 4 4. 2Ž . Ž . Let A    x acting in L 0, 1 with domain D A  u
4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4H 0, 1 ; u 0  u 1  u 0  u 1  0 where  is positive constant
arising in LandauGizinburg potentials. For m a non-negative integer,
mŽ . 2Ž .H 0, 1 denotes the usual Sobolev space of order m related to L 0, 1 .
Ž 2 2 . Ž . 2Ž .Let B   x ,  0 existence of viscous stress acting in L 0, 1
Ž .  2Ž . Ž . Ž . 4with domain D B  uH 0, 1 ; u 0  u 1  0 .
0 IŽ .Here, we shall be concerned here with the operator C withA B
Ž . Ž . Ž .  1Ž .domain D C D A D B acting in the Hilbert space E H 0, 10
2Ž . 2Ž .H 0, 1  L 0, 1 where the inner product on E is defined by
 1 1 1 1 u ,  Bu.B dx  . dx  u . dx  . dx .H H H Hž /¦ ; ž / 0 0 0 0
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0 IŽ .4 2Now, the operator C can be written in the form C , DD D  x
with domain
D C  uH 4 0, 1 ; u 0  u 1  u 0  u 1  0 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
  H 2 0, 1 ;  0  1  0 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
This operator appears in the one-dimensional mathematical model for the
dynamics of pseudoelastic materials with LandauGinzbourgh free energy
 potentials. See 12, 23 .
Ž . 4 Ž . Remark 4.1. i The operators A D with domain D A  u
4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 2H 0, 1 ; u 0  u 1  u 0  u 1  0 and BD with domain
Ž .  2Ž . Ž . Ž . 4D B  uH 0, 1 ; u 0  u 1  0 are selfadjoint.
Ž . ² : 1    2ii The operator C satisfies Re CU, U H  dx for every0
  0 IuŽ . Ž . Ž .4 2U in D C and its adjoint C is given by C  withD D
Ž  . Ž . ²  : ² :domain D C D C which satisfies Re C U, U Re CU, U .
Ž . Ž .1 iii For 	 0, C I is invertible for Re 
 0 and C I
1
 , Re  0. Re 
Ž .   Ž  .iv From the LumerPhillips theorem 14 see also 19 it follows
that the operator C is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous
semigroup of contraction etC on E.
Ž .   Ž  .v From the ChenTriggiani results 6 also recalled in 23 , one
has:
Ž . The resolvent of the operator C is compact.
Ž . tC The strongly continuous semigroup of contraction e is
analytic on E.





  ½ 52 2
Žand on the complement of this sector, the resolvent of C satisfies C
M1. I 
 where M is a positive constant. 




  ½ 52 2
and on the complement of this sector, the resolvent of C1 satisfies
Ž 1 .1   C  I 
M   where M is a positive constant.1 1
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In the present section we study the problem of regularity of the
resolvent of the operator C and the behavior of its Fredholm determinant.
From this study, we can expand the solution of a Cauchy problem associ-
ated to C into sums of exponential-polynomial solutions. We begin by
giving some new regularity properties of the shape memory alloys operator
and a generalized diagonalization of the semigroup associated to this
operator.
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. i The resolent of the operator C belongs to the Carleman
1class C for eery p .p 2
Ž .ii The system of generalized eigenectors of the operator C is dense
in E.
Ž .  tCiii The series Ý e P U is conergent for any t 0 and for eeryk1 k
U E and its sum is etCU.
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .Proof. i As C applies E into D A D B , it is enough to verify
that the injection of H 4 into H 2 and the injection of H 1 H 2 into L20
1belong to the Carleman class C for all p . But this fact was alreadyp 2
 established in Triebel 25 .
Ž . Ž .ii From i , the resolvent of C is a nuclear operator. As C
generates an analytic semigroup, then by applying Theorem XIII 109 21,
  p. 333 in Reed and Simon which was generalized by Aimar et al. in 1, 2 ,
we obtain that the system of generalized eigenvectors of the operator C is
dense in E.
Ž . 1iii As C generates an analytic semigroup and C belongs to the
1Carleman class C for all p then the Lidskii result can be applied andp 2
Ž .we get iii .
Remark 4.2. For the sake of convenience to the interested reader, we
Ž .give a direct proof of iii in Appendix B.
 Now, from the Krein theorem 15, Theorem 5.4, Chap. I , C has a square
' 'root C and  C is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup
et C
12
on E. In the following, we shall see that a subtle study of the
Fredholm determinant of the operator C allows us to give a diagonaliza-
tion of the semigroup et C
12
on E in the same way as the expansions of
etC. We prove that there exists t  0 such that the series Ý et C
12
P U0 k1 k
is convergent for any t t and for every U E with sum et C 12U.0
Ž .  Ž . THEOREM 4.2. i There exist M 0 and L 0 such that d  

Me L  
12
.
Ž .  tC 12ii There exists t  0 such that the series Ý e P U is coner-0 k1 k
gent for any t t and for eery U E and its sum is et C 12U.0
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f uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Proof. i Let F  E and U D C where D C  ug 
4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4  2Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0, 1 ; u 0  u 1  u 0  u 1  0   H 0, 1 ;  0  1 
40 . We consider CU U F. Then
  u f
   u      g . 	
Since   u f we can replace it in the second equation to get

  2 u  u   u h , where h g  f   f .
	
Let u   where
   2       h
	
 0  0Ž .
 0  0Ž .
 0  0Ž .

 0  0Ž .
and
   2       0
	
 0  0Ž .
 0  0Ž .
 1  1Ž . Ž .
  1  1 .Ž . Ž .
The first equation of this last system has a solution in the form of
 x  c er1 x  c er2 x  c er3 x  c er4 x ,Ž . 1 2 3 4
where
2 2 2'	  	   4	'r  a , a ,1 2
2 2 2'	  	   4	'r r , r  b , b ,2 1 3 2
and r r .4 3
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Ž .From the boundary conditions in zero and one in D C , we obtain
Ž . Ž . Ž . x  c sh r x  c sh r x and5 1 6 3
c sh r  c sh r  1Ž . Ž . Ž .5 1 6 3
½  ac sh r  bc sh r  1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .5 1 6 3
The principle determinant of this system is
12 ' 'w   b a sh a sh b and w  O e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .If a	 b,  	 C if and only if w  	 0, i.e., the eigenvalues  ofk
Ž .the operator C are the zeros of the entire function w  and the multiplic-
Ž .ities  are the zeros orders of w  . As these zeros are simple thenk
  1 for any k and as the rank of the last system is at least 1, then thek
Ž . Ž . Ž .dimension of Ker C  I is one. Hence, w  and d  have the samek
zeros with same multiplicities, and from the theorem of the representation
1s c  18  Ž . Ž .5 , we obtain that d   c  e w  . As C  C for any p , then7 p 2
Ž . Ž  12 .by using Theorem 2.1 of Lidskii we obtain d  O e for any
 0
Ž . Ž  12 . Ž . Ž  12 .and as w  O e then c  0. Consequently d  O e .8
Ž . Ž .ii This is a consequence of i and of our Theorem 3.2.
Remark 4.3. For the sake of convenience to the interested reader, we
Ž .give also a direct proof of ii in Appendix B.
5. APPENDIX
A. Proof of the Key Lemma
Let us recall below the statement of the Key Lemma
Ž .KEY LEMMA. i Let K , j 1, 2 be two compact operators on a Hilbertj
Ž .1space H such that their resolents K  I satisfy the estimatesj
Mi1
K  I 
 , j 1, 2 Ž .Ž .j  
  4for  lying in the sector S ;  
Arg 
  ,  0. Then2 2
for  such that 0  1 we hae the estimate
      K  K 
 C  K  K .Ž .1 2 1 2
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Ž .ii Let K be a compact operator such that its resolent satisfies the
Ž .estimate  . Then if K belongs to the Carleman class C , it holds that itsp
fractional powers K  belong to the Carleman class C for eery 0  1.p
Ž . Ž .  Proof of i . Under the assumption  we can define for  0, 1 the
power K  by the formulaj
sin  I1 K   K  I  d, j 1, 2.Ž .Hj j 0
Thus considering the integral representation of K  K  we get1 2
sin  1 1  K  K   K  I  K  I d.Ž . Ž .H1 2 1 2 0
 But the integral in  over the axis 0, can be split into the sum over the
   interval 0, 	 and 	, where 	 will be chosen appropriately later. Hence
Ž .taking the operatorial norms we get using the assumption  that we have
	 	sin 1 1 1 K  I  K  I d 
 2 M  dŽ . Ž .H H1 2 0 0
 1 1 K  I  K  I dŽ . Ž .H 1 2
	
sin 
2 2  
 2 M  K  K d.H 1 2 	
That is, we get
 1sin  2	 	
    K  K 
M M K  K .1 2 1 2  1 
M  But by choosing 	 K  K , we see easily that we have indeed the1 22
Ž .     Ž .   Ž .desired inequality in i , i.e., K  K 
 c  K  K where c 1 2 1 2
sin  2 M M  .  1  
Ž . Ž .Proof of ii . Now we give the proof of ii . For this we will consider a
 ² : compact operator K which satisfies the condition Arg K,  
 for2
 ² : every  H. Then it is fairly simple to verify that Arg K ,  
 for2
i  Ž .every  H and if    e  is a normal eigenvalue of the0 0 2
    i operator K , then    e is a normal eigenvalue of the operator K0 0
Ž . Ž  .and the corresponding root subspaces H K and H  K coincide. 0 0
Ž .Henceforth, we shall denote by B n 0, 1, 2, . . . the set of all finiten
dimensional operators of dimension 
 n. It is well known from the
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  Ž .theorem of Allahverdiev 9 that s K is the distance from the operatorn1
Ž .    K to the set B , i.e., s K min K F  K K wheren n1 F B nnn Ž .² :K Ý s K . ,   is the nth partial sum of the Schmidt expansionn j1 j j j
of the operator K.
In the following, we put
1  nŽ . Ž .² :G K K and G Ý s K . ,  where G is then j1 n j j n2
nth partial sum of the Schmidt expansion of the operator G.
1  nŽ . Ž .² :H K K and H Ý s K . ,  where H is then j1 j j j n2 i
nth partial sum of the Schmidt expansion of the operator H.
K G  iH .n n n
 Ž .As K is a finite dimensional operator of dimension 
 2n then s Kn 2 n1
    Ž .
 K  K and from the inequality i of the key lemma we obtainn
  s K 
 C K KŽ .2 n1  n

   
 C GG  HHŽ . n n

 C s G  s HŽ . Ž .Ž . n1 n1
1 1
 
 C s K K  s K K .Ž . Ž . n1 n1ž / ž /ž /2 2 i
  Ž .Now, by using the inequality of Ky Fan 9 we can deduce that s K2 n1
Ž Ž . Ž  .. Ž . Ž  .
 C 2 s K  2 s K and since s K  s K , we have n1 n1 n1 n1
Ž . Ž Ž ..  Ž Ž .. Ž  .s K 
 C 4 s K 
 C 4 s K , and consequently s K2 n1  n1  n1 2 n
 Ž .  Ž .
 Cs K where C 4 c  . This last inequality suggests thatn
pp p  ps K 
 Cs K  C s KŽ . Ž . Ž .2 n n n
and
 
pp ps K 
 C s K ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 n n
n1 n1
from which it follows that if K C then K  C for every 0  1.p p
B. Representation of etC and et C
12
by Dunford’s Integral
Ž .The direct proof of iii of Theorem 4.1 is essentially based on the
following lemma:
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a sequence of circles of radii r   such that forj
p 11 L r1 jŽ .  Ž .any  0, C I 
 M r e , p where M and L are1 j 1 12
positie constants.
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Ž . Proof. With the aid of i of Theorem 4.1 and Weyl’s inequality 7,
   pCorollary 7, Chap. XI , we get that the series Ý   is convergent.k1 k
  Ž .From Theorem 8.25 in Titchmarsh 24 , it follows that d  is an analytic
1function of exponential type with order p ; i.e., for any  0 there2
p 1  Ž . exists M 0 such that d  
Me , p . By the minimum-principle2
 24 , we obtain the existence of a sequence of circles with radii r such thatj
p 1r j Ž . r   and Min d   e , p , for any  0. Then we obtainj  r 2j
Ž . Ž .1  Ž .Žfrom inequality b of Remark 2.1 that C I 
 1r 1j
Lr pj r pj . Ž .1 Me where M and L are positive constants and C I 

Ž . L1 r pjM r e where M and L are positive constants.1 j 1 1
1tC tC tŽNow by representing e U in Dunford’s integral, i.e., e U H e C2 i
 1.  4 I U d where  is the curve ; Arg    ;2 2
3  1 t 14 Ž .Arg   , we consider the integral  H e C I U d2 2 2 i j
    4 where  is the curve   ; 0
  
 r and Arg    j j j 2 2
3     4   ; 0
  
 r and Arg    ;   r and  
j j2 2 2 2
3  4Arg 
  .2 2
  3  From Lemma 5.1, on the arc ;   r and  
Arg 
 j 2 2 2
 pt 1 L r t sinŽ2. r1 j j4  Ž .  Ž .one obtains e C I 
 M r e . By choosing 1 j2
 tŽ .1  Ž .such that p  1 and t 0 we get e C I  o 1r andj
Ž . tŽ .1 Ž 12 i H e C I U d 0 when r  . Consequently,  1 jj
. tŽ .1 tC2 i H e C I U d e U when r  . With the aid of Cauchy’s jj
theorem one has
1 1t tC e C I U d e P U.Ž .H Ý k2 i    
rj k j
Hence the series Ý etCP U is convergent for any t 0 and for everyk1 k
U E and its sum is etCU.
Ž .The direct proof of ii of Theorem 4.2 is essentially based on the
following lemma:
  4LEMMA 5.2. Let the sector S ;  
Arg 
  . Then2 2
there exists a sequence of circles with radii r  , such that for any  0j
121 LrjŽ .  Ž .one has C I 
 M r e where M and L are positie con-' j
stants.
  4Proof. Let the sector S ;  
Arg 
  . Then we2 2
obtain:
Ž .  Ž . Ž .1    p1 On the sector S, the majoration d  I  C I 
 e
1holds for any p .2
Ž .  Ž . Ž .1 2 On the sides of the sector S, we have d  I  C I 

Ž .Ž   Ž  ..d  1M  1  where M is a positive constant.1 1
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Ž .  Ž . Ž .1   12From i of Theorem 4.2, we obtain d  I  C I 
M e2
on the sides of the sector where M is a positive constant and by using the2
   Ž . Ž .1 PhragmenLindelof principle 24 we get that d  I  C I 
¨
 12 Ž 2 .M e on the whole sector S. The function d  is analytic and verifies1
 Ž 2 .  Ž  .d  O e , and the existence of a sequence of circles with radii rj
121 LrjŽ .  Ž .such that C I 
 M r e follows from the minimum prin-' j
 ciple 24 .
t C 12 t C 12 ŽNow by representing e U in Dunford’s integral, e U 1
. t12Ž .1 2 i H e C I U d where  is the curve ; Arg  
 4  4  ; Arg   . Let S be its complement to  which is2 2
  4defined by S ;  
Arg 
  .2 2
From Lemma 5.2, the following majorations hold,
M12 12 121t Lr t sinŽ4. rj je C I 
 e eŽ .
r' j
12t 1Ž .  Ž .  Ž .and for t	 Lsin 4 one has e C I  0 1 r .' j
Ž . t12Ž .1Now, we consider the integral  12 i H e C I U d where j
   4    is the curve ; 0
  
 r and Arg    ; 0
 j j 2
 4   
 r and Arg    ;   r and  
Arg 
 'j j2 2
  4    . Then we obtain that on the arc ;   r and  
Arg j2 2 2
3  4
  , we have2 2
1 12 1t e C I U d 0Ž .H2 i j
L
when r   and t	 .j sin 4Ž .
Consequently
1 12 121t tC e C I U d e UŽ .H2 i j
L
when r   and t	 .j sin 4Ž .
It follows from the Cauchy theorem that
1 12 121t tC e C I U d e P U;Ž . ÝH k2 i j   
rk j
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 tC 12 Ž .hence the series Ý e P U is convergent for any t t  Lsin 4k1 k 0
and for every U E and its sum is et C 12U.
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